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3 seconds ago. A rise of kingdoms hack is any sort of exploit that can be used to gain an advantage in game. These 

include hacks that earn free gems or generate other types of game resources. 

What is a Rise of Kingdoms Cheat? 
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A rise of kingdoms cheat is not necessarily illegal, but are against the rise of kingdoms terms of service. Cheats include 

things such as buying resources from a reseller, or using credit cards from other countries to get gems cheaper. 

What is a Rise of Kingdoms Bot? 

A rise of kingdoms bot is an auto farm tool for PC, iOS, Android or MAC that involve using an exe or APK to play the 

game for you. Bots are the safest and most effective cheat available as they are nearly impossible to detect. 

What is the benefit of using a Rise of Kingdoms bot / hack / cheat? 

The benefit is obvious, it helps you grow your account fast. The issue with these are that finding the real ones are 

difficult. Most Rise of Kingdoms hacks and cheats are actually fake surveys that require human verification. However, 

the Rise of Kingdoms bot is very real and used often by Chinese players. 

Do you think hack / cheats / bots should be banned in Rise of Kingdoms? 

Many feel that the game charges too much money to play. If it was cheaper, there would be no need for any sort of Rise 

of Kingdoms generators or bots. Do you think they should ban people who use these? Is it fair that the richest players in 

Rise of Kingdoms are the only ones who can compete? 
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